
Venus Alchemy Evening Star
Sacral or 2nd Chakra 

Creative/Sexual Center of the Goddess
with Cayelin K Castell and Tami Brunk

Even	When	I	Doubt	Myself	
Even	When	I	Don’t	Value	Myself	

I	Choose	to	Totally	and	
Completely	Love	and	Accept	

Myself	
	



Relational Goddess Prayer Invoking
Divine Feminine Value and Worth at the Sacral Chakra

Beloved Relational Goddess, Lady Of Enchantments
Goddess Of Sensual Beauty And Orgasmic Pleasure
Opener Of The Ways And Satisfier Of Desires
Guide Me In Opening To Receive More Beauty
More Love, More Pleasure, More Health And Wealth
Than I Have Ever Imagined
.

Guide Me To Face Any Remaining Fear Of Intimacy 
So That I Experience Its Deepest Gifts And Transformation

O Great One In The Wise Use Of Life Force
Including Healthy Expressions Of Personal Value And Self Worth
Beloved And Adored Wise and Inspired Consort
Wondrous Goddess of the Relational Mysteries

Guide Me To Know I Am Worthy 
Guide Me To Know And Live The Full Value Of Who I AM
Guide Me To Savor And Embrace The Full Ecstasy Of Life Force
That Is Mine To Experience And Express
So That I Truly Love Myself in the most Healthy Ways Possible
And In So Doing I inspire Others To Do The SAME
It is Done, It is So, And All Heaven and Earth Rejoice. Blessed Be.
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I Totally and Completely Love, 
Value and Accept Myself

Reclaiming Pleasure,
Beauty and Thriving
From the Inside Out



Checking In 
Break Out Questions

Introduce Yourself and where you are 
from - share something about how 
this past month has been for you.

Consider any or all of these 
questions:

What Challenges have you 
experienced?

What Gifts of awareness or insight 
have you had?

What practices have you engaged that 
were helpful or not?
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Overview
• Breakout Groups
• Sky Magic
• Libra Reclaims the Sacral 

Chakra 
• Libra Sacral Chakra 

Questions
• Libra Meta Goddess Moving 

through Scorpio and 
Sagittarius at the Sacral 
Chakra

• Home Play
• Q and A
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Ophiuchus

Star SabikThe Archer

The Scorpion

October 28 around 6:45 pm
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HERcules

Serpens CaudaThe Archer

The Scorpion

Ras Alhague

Ophiuchus

October 29 around 6:45 pm Daylight Time

Corona Borealis

Serpens Caput
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Serpens

The Archer

The Scorpion
BootesSerpens Caput

October 30 around 6:45 pm Daylight Time

Ophiuchus
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Exact Venus Moon 
Conjunction is 
8:14 am Pacific

11:14 am Eastern 
at 26 Scorpio. 

This image shows the movement of the Moon
In relationship to Venus and Mercury Each Evening



Southern
Hemisphere
View



Keep an Eye on 
the Moon for the 
next few nights as 
the Crescent 
Grows and passes 
Jupiter and Saturn



Oct 27 Scorpio New Moon 04 Scorpio 25 (Diwali, Hindu New Year)

Oct 29 Venus Moon conjunction 26 Scorpio
Oct 30 Venus Mercury 27 Scorpio 36
Oct 31 Mercury Retrograde 27 Scorpio 38
Nov 01 Venus enters Sagittarius
Nov 07 Exact Cross-Quarter 15 Scorpio
Nov 11 Mercury Transits the Sun 19 Scorpio
Nov 12 Taurus Full Moon 20 Taurus
Nov 14 Venus square Neptune 16 Sagittarius and 16 Pisces
Nov 20 Mercury stations direct 11 Scorpio 35
Nov 24 Venus conjunct Jupiter 28 Sagittarius
Nov 26 Sagittarius New Moon 4 Sagittarius
Nov 28 Solar Plexus Chakra Gate ©Venus Alchemy

Libra Evening Star Sacral Chakra Gate



Libra Meta Goddess in Scorpio at Sacral Chakra
Dates: October 29 to-November 1

We encounter and embrace the full rapture 
of partnership in all its forms - intimacy 
with ourselves, our bodies, our personal 
rhythms of creativity and our Beloved.

We have met our own primal essence and 
found it to be delectably sweet.

We come into such an abundant and
thriving relationship with money, sex, and our generative power that we are 
wholly satisfied, overflowing in our relationships and daily life, embodied as the 
nectar of the Goddess. 

We have discovered the key to totally inhabiting our bodies and our center 
while meeting and coming into dynamic relationship with the outer and inner 
Beloved.
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Libra Meta Goddess in Sagittarius Sacral Chakra
DATES: November 2 to 28

We are opening to the sacred and 
visionary aspects of embodied love 
within our intimate relationships. 

We choose the highest vibrational 
expressions of love and connection in 
partnerships fueled by mutual 
pleasure.

We are visionaries opening our inner 
eye to see and manifest a world of 
peace, abundance and development 
of the full potential for everyone in 
our human family.
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Mary Magdalene Speaks 
From I Remember Union
By Flo Magdalena

I went inward and 
became stronger
I followed the path of my soul
I felt L I G H T returning
emanating from deep within.

… for their choices will bring to them the knowing of their inner 
wisdom and the memory of their oneness.

… we knew that we lived our power through the choice to remember 
the way of truth – the acknowledgment that all truth, ultimately, is 
the same and leads us into oneness.

For the only truth is union…I am because you are! ©Venus Alchemy



Mary Magdalene and Yeshua (Jesus)
The Sacred Marriage - Blessing The Land and People 

In the cities of Judah, and the streets of Jerusalem 
that are now deserted, there shall be he heard the 
cry of joy, the cry of gladness, the voice of the bride 
groom, the voice of the bride… From Jeremiah 
33:10b-11a

Hieros Gamos or Sacred Marriage or Royal 
Wedding was performed by the royal Priestesses 
including Mary Magdalene when she annointed
Yeshua/Jesus.

This re-enacted an ancient practice symbolizing a 
source of regeneration, vitality and harmony for 
the entire community.

It also symbolized an even more ancient tradition  
of the Holy Union between the Sacred Masculine 
and Sacred Feminine within each person. 

It is a symbol of wholeness, of a rich and profound 
inner and outer relationship we can all experience.

Insights from The Woman With the 
Alabaster Jar by Margaret Starbird
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Shri Maha Lakshmi 
Shri means auspicious, 
Maha means Great

Lakshmi is the goddess of: 
Good Luck and Good Fortune but 
first we much be balanced in our 
Sacral Chakra valuing our true self in 
ways that nurture all life

This may be the perfect month for 
connecting with Lakshmi to restore 
balance and harmony to your sacral 
chakra, your womb space – the source of 
creative health wealth and well-being. 
Plus its Diwali…see next slide
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What Lakshmi gives is always herself. 
~Sally Kempton Awakening Shakti

Om Shri Mahalaxmi Namaha (mantra)
Is a prayer or mantra for increasing wise intelligence and understanding that 
increases love, beauty, pleasurable life force, good fortune and prosperity.



Lakshmi Love Goddess 
of Abundance and Good 
Fortune

October 25 to 29, 2019 

is the Hindu New Year 

Celebration known as Diwali 

(Festival of Lights) and is also 

a celebration of the Goddess 

Lakshmi and her beloved 

consort Vishnu.

Diwali is always centered 

around the 

Scorpio New Moon.
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Healing the Libra Money Shadow

Are you Unconsciously Judging your personal 
value and worth (or others) based on what you 
perceive is yours or another’s financial wealth?

Practice seeing Acts of Service as Acts of Power 
infused with Purpose, Life Force, and Abundance. 

Bless ALL Your Money with Love. Money you have 
and money you give to others. Money you receive 
as payment or gifts. Money you invest, pay bills 
with, donate etc. 

Invest in, purchase from, and donate to 
Businesses and Endeavors that Heal Communities, 
Earth, Economy.

Money healed 
though Love

heals all that it 
touches. 

From Money is Love
By Barbara Wilder



Reclaiming Libran Healthy 
Relationship with Money
Do you consciously or unconsciously 
financially invest in ways that are sourced by 
the current predatory economic system –
unaware of other forms of relational 
abundance?

Do you know how you spend money is how
you also are voting for your reality?

What will it take for us as a culture to value 
LIFE over material wealth or property?

What will it take for us to transform our 
personal and collective money paradigm
so it nourishes the innate value and dignity 
of each human and honors the Earth as a 
Living Being? ©Venus Alchemy



What is the NEW emerging Libra Feminine 
experience around pleasure and intimacy?

How does the Libra Feminine engage conscious, 
co-creative partnership with beloved, friends, 
community, magic, and the living Earth?

What would it take for the Libra
Goddess to receive and savor pleasurable life 
force with beloved others?

What do you desire to create? 

What is your “why” for creating? 

Are you responding to what you believe
others want from you or an authentic
Inner-oriented desire? 

When Your Actions are 
Accompanied by Pleasure - you 

know you are on the Right Track   

Sex, Money, And Pleasurable Life Force



Relating to Money as Sacred, 
Money IS Love

Money is the visible sign of a universal force, 
and this force in its manifestation on earth 
works on the vital and physical planes and is 
indispensable to the fullness of the outer life. 
In its origin and its true action it belongs to 
the Divine.~ Sri Aurobindo

Money is Energy and Energy is Limitless. By 
changing our feelings about money from fear, 
anger, greed and scarcity, to love, joy, 
abundance and goodwill, we can transform 
the way money moves through our lives and 
the lives of others all over the world.
~Barbara Wilder Money is Love
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https://www.amazon.com/Money-Love-Reconnecting-Sacred-Origins-ebook/dp/B015LE9TOW/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1472497390&sr=1-1&keywords=money+is+love


Our ability to experience sustained pleasure 
as our greatest teaching may have been 
disrupted by a virus that mutated human 
DNA - mythically speaking around the time 
humans were expelled from the Garden of 
Eden. 

This made humans easier to manipulate 
through fear and mistrust, limiting our ability 
to experience physical pleasure.

Sacral Chakra and the Pleasure Paradigm

Having lost the ability to experience genuine sustainable pleasure - all kinds 
of negative feelings, experiences, and actions have been the result. This 
releases lots of negative life force energy - motivated by survival further 
blocking our ability to experience sustainable pleasure.

How do we turn this around so savoring and enjoying sustainable pleasure 
is natural and easy for everyone who chooses it? 



Sacral Chakra and the 
Pleasure Paradigm
It is time to awaken 
from this false reality,
false dream and remember 
we actually have never 
lost our ability to experience
Pleasure. It only appears 
that we have. 

It is time to reclaim genuine Healthy Pleasurable Self-Love, while caring for 
each other. As we collaborate with one another to create beauty and sacred 
pleasure we recreate the Garden of Earthly Delight NOW.

Our Tools to Accomplish this Include: 
Awareness, Intention and Attention, Choices We Make
Healthy Choices Including: Lifestyle, Self-Talk, Self-Love, Self-Respect, 
Self-Approval, Self-Acceptance



Who are the Libra Sacral 
Chakra Demons showing up 
for you?

§Co-dependent Demon
§Fear of being alone Demon
§Always in Bad Relationships that cause 

you to question your value Demon
§Afraid to get out of a Bad Relationship 

(the devil you know being theoretically 
better than the devil you don’t know)

§Assessing your Value Based on What You 
Think Others Think of You

Name yours __________________



Questions for Libra 
at the Sacral Chakra

What would it take for me to value myself 
as the Relational Expert I Am?

What would it take for me to claim a 
healthy relationship with money and 
financial abundance?

What would it take for me to receive and 
claim all the pleasure, intimacy and 
connection in my relationships and my life 
that are mine to experience?

What would it take for me to love and 
cherish my body exactly as it is?



Eudaimonics instead of Economics

The economics of a thing is about the 
speed and quantity of income a thing 
generates. Eudaimonics of a 
thing is about how much life a thing 
produces: how well-being, possibility, 
and wealth is created.  ~Umair Hadaq

Eudaimonia: literal translation is “good 
spirit or daemon.” 

In Aristotle’s philosophy it referred to 
human flourishing or prosperity, or 
highest human good - expanding
the concept to encompass the good of
all life on planet Earth.  



Guiding Principles of Eudaimonia: 
How Does This Organization/Business: 

• Summum Bonum: Elevate people’s 
possibility or their highest good?

• Ren: Practice compassion and 
strengthen the humanity of participants?

• Pu Support people in effortlessly, 
naturally being their truest self? 

• Ziran:  supports a person or being in “becoming itself,” or natural 
self-transformation.

• Arete: support people in practicing virtue as a lived, everyday experience. 

• Wu-wei: minimize mental action, desire, and effort in order to foster 
natural, instinctive flow to free human potential?



Home Play Libra at Sacral Chakra
Infusing Our Lives with Eudaimonia

Explore in your Venus Journal where you 
are experiencing the most 
“Eudaimonia,” or nourishing fulfillment 
and pleasure.

Including the relationships and 
relationship dynamics, thoughts, 
activities and emergent insights 
currently helping you develop your potential and flourish in new and 
exciting ways that feel like they are benefiting you in the long term.

Make the clear commitment to invest more and more of your time 
into THESE areas, allowing other areas that are NOT producing such 
general wellbeing to fall away from your life gently and easily.



Additional	Resources

Money is Love by Barbara Wilder

The Desire Map: A Guide to Creating Goals with Soul
A life planning tool by Danielle LaPort
https://www.amazon.com/Desire-Map-Guide-Creating-Goals

10 Days of Qoya Love Embodiment Practice
Rochelle Schiek’s easy 10-day practice to foster embodiment

Womb Awakening as a Spiritual Path article
The authors founded the FountainofLife.org which has womb mentors, workshops, 
apprenticeships, dedicated to awakening the womb

The More Beautiful World Our Hearts Know is Possible and Sacred Economics 
by Charles Eisenstein

The Principles:  How to Reimagine the World for Eudaimonia by Umair Haque

https://www.amazon.com/Desire-Map-Guide-Creating-Goals/dp/1622032519
https://www.amazon.com/Desire-Map-Guide-Creating-Goals/dp/1622032519
https://www.amazon.com/Desire-Map-Guide-Creating-Goals
http://www.qoya.love/10-days-intro/
http://www.thefountainoflife.org/grail-mystery-school/womb-awakening-as-a-spiritual-path/
https://www.thefountainoflife.org/
http://charleseisenstein.net/project/the-more-beautiful-world-our-hearts-know-is-possible/
http://sacred-economics.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/sacred-economics-book-text.pdf
The%20https:/eand.co/the-principles-ae48beb232f1

